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Cardiac resynchronization therapy is a valuable tool to restore left ventricular function in
patients experiencing dyssynchronous ventricular activation. However, the non-responder
rate is still as high as 40%. Recent studies suggest that left ventricular torsion or specifically
the lack thereof might be a good predictor for the response of cardiac resynchronization
therapy. Since left ventricular torsion is governed by the muscle fiber orientation and the
heterogeneous electromechanical activation of the myocardium, understanding the
relation between these components and the ability to measure them is vital. To
analyze if locally altered electromechanical activation in heart failure patients affects left
ventricular torsion, we conducted a simulation study on 27 personalized left ventricular
models. Electroanatomical maps and late gadolinium enhanced magnetic resonance
imaging data informed our in-silico model cohort. The angle of rotation was evaluated
in every material point of the model and averaged values were used to classify the rotation
as clockwise or counterclockwise in each segment and sector of the left ventricle. 88% of
the patient models (n = 24) were classified as a wringing rotation and 12% (n = 3) as a rigid-
body-type rotation. Comparison to classification based on in vivo rotational NOGA XP
maps showed no correlation. Thus, isolated changes of the electromechanical activation
sequence in the left ventricle are not sufficient to reproduce the rotation pattern changes
observed in vivo and suggest that further patho-mechanisms are involved.

Keywords: cardiacmechanics, finite element simulation, electromechanical mapping, wringing, torsion, Lagrangian
particle tracking, NOGA XP

1 INTRODUCTION

In the healthy human heart, left ventricular (LV) ejection and filling is supported by the twisting
and untwisting of the ventricle during systole and diastole, respectively. This twisting or
wringing motion is determined by several anatomical and physiological features such as age,
contractility, structure of the myocardium, and muscle fiber orientation (Omar et al., 2015).
Furthermore, the electrical activation pattern of the LV is heterogeneous due to the His-Purkinje
system and the anisotropic conduction of the electrical potential (Sengupta et al., 2007).
Consequently, the activation pattern of the LV follows an endocardial to epicardial
direction. Combined with the counter-directional helical arrangement of the endo- and
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epicardial muscle fibers, this results in a clockwise and
counterclockwise rotation of the basal and apical segments,
respectively.

In pathological cases, this wringing motion of the LV can be
disrupted by dyssynchronous mechancial activation resulting in a
reduced LV ejection fraction (EF) (Rüssel and Götte, 2011).
Dyssynchrony may originate from different sources such as an
abnormal electrical activation in patients with left bundle branch
block (LBBB) or post-ischemic remodeling and geometric
alterations in heart failure patients (Sillanmäki et al., 2018;
Paoletti Perini et al., 2016). Multiple studies confirmed
changes in LV rotational behavior in heart failure patients
using MRI tagging and speckle tracking echocardiography
(Popescu et al., 2009; van Dalen et al., 2008a; Sade et al., 2008;
Rüssel et al., 2009a). Setser et al. (2003) specifically observed
rigid-body type (RBT) rotation in patients with end-stage heart
failure, meaning apical and basal segments were rotating in the
same direction. Cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) with
an implanted device is often used in patients showing ventricular
dyssynchrony in an attempt to restore LV EF. However, around
30–40% of patients do not respond to this kind of intervention
(Daubert et al., 2012). One reason might be a bad choice for the
pacing site (Leclercq et al., 2019). Therefore, it is important to
optimize CRT parameters for each patient and LV rotation has
become increasingly important for this purpose (Rüssel et al.,
2009b).

Jadczyk et al. (2021) investigated electromechanical
coupling and scar tissue burden with respect to rotational
patterns observed in patients showing heart failure with
reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF) and LBBB. In their
cohort of 30 patients, they found six cases showing normal
wringing rotation and 24 cases showing RBT rotation. They
concluded that remodeling changes the physiological
gradient in electromechanical activation, which causes
regional delays in mechanical activation and thus
dyssynchronous contraction of the LV. In contrast,
following a physiological propagation of electrical and
mechanical activation, an intact electromechanical
coupling (with constant electromechanical delay) will
result in a wringing motion. However, due to the small
number of study participants the results by Jadczyk et al.
(2021) should be considered with caution. To elucidate the
role of the different contributing mechanisms suggested by
Jadczyk et al. (2021), we performed an in silico study under
controlled conditions informed by their in vivo
electromechanical mapping data. Specifically, we
hypothesized that the altered electrical activation pattern is
sufficient to change wringing rotation to RBT.
Spatiotemporal electromechanical parameters including
local activation time (LAT), local rotational
electromechanical delay (LEMD), and total rotational
electro-mechanical delay (TEMD) were combined with
local scar burden derived from late-gadolinium-enhanced
cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (LGE-MRI) and
incorporated into the LV model. LV rotational patterns are
analyzed and classified into two groups defined as normal
wringing rotation and RBT. Finally, the classification based

on the simulation results is compared to the clinical
classification.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Anatomical Finite Element Model
As a representation of the LV, we used a truncated ellipsoid with
varying wall thickness. The wall thickness changes from 7 mm at
the base to 3.5 mm at the apex.With a sphericity index of 1.58, the
ellipsoid has a similar shape as the left ventricles of the patient
cohort in Jadczyk et al. (2021). The meshes were created in Gmsh
(Geuzaine and Remacle, 2009) using a fully parameterized
workflow. Spatial discretization was done using the finite
element method with a total of 9,237 quadratic tetrahedral
elements (P2) for the LV with 53,019 degrees of freedom.
Based on spatial convergence results presented in a previous
study (Gerach et al., 2021, Supplement Section 2.3.2) on a similar
LV geometry, this should be sufficient to reduce numerical errors
to a minimum.

We applied a rule-based method based on Bayer et al. (2012)1

to generate the local fiber and sheet architecture Q = {f0, s0, n0}
of the myocardium with fiber angles of 60°at the endocardium
and -60°at the epicardium (Figure 1) in agreement with
observations from diffusion tensor MRI of human hearts
(Lombaert et al., 2012). Furthermore, we computed
ventricular coordinates according to Schuler et al. (2021) and
used them to separate the ventricle into the 17 segments
classified by the American Heart Association (AHA;
Cerqueira et al., 2002). The nine segments used by the
NOGA XP system (Biosense Webster, Irvine, CA,
United States) were defined equally. The NOGA XP
segmentation consists of four basal segments (basoseptal,
basolateral, posterobasal, anterobasal), four mid-ventricular
segments (midseptal, midlateral, midposterior, midanterior),
and one apical segment.

2.2 Electromechanical Computational
Model
The kinematics of the LV are determined by solving the
governing equation for the balance of linear momentum:

ρ0z
2
tu − ∇ · F S u, Ta( )( ) � 0 in Ω0 × 0, T( ), (1)

F S u, Ta( )N � −kepig u( )N on Γepi0 × 0, T( ), (2)
F S u, Ta( )N � −pLV t( )JF−TN on Γendo0 × 0, T( ), (3)

ztv t( ) � C t, v, z, pLV t( )( ), (4)
V0D

LV t( ) � V3D
LV t( ), (5)

where we denote F = I + ∇ u as the deformation gradient tensor
with the displacement of the myocardium u, J = det(F) as the
Jacobian, and ρ0 as the density in the reference configuration.

1This implementation of the algorithm was used: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
4606575
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Furthermore, we introduce the right Cauchy-Green tensor C =
FTF. The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S = S (u, Ta)
incorporates both, the passive and active mechanics of the
myocardium using the relationship

S u, Ta( ) � 2
zΨ C( )
zC

+ Ta t, λf( ) f0 ⊗ f0
f0 · Cf0. (6)

Passive stress in cardiac tissue is modeled using a hyperelastic
strain-energy function proposed by Usyk et al. (2000):

Ψ C( ) � κ

2
log J( )2 + μ

2
exp Q( ) − 1( ),

Q � bffE
2
ff + bssE

2
ss + bnnE

2
nn + bfs E2

fs + E2
sf( )

+ bfn E2
fn + E2

nf( ) + bns E2
ns + E2

sn( ), (7)

with the directional components of the Green-
Lagrange strain tensor E � 1

2 (C − I), bulk modulus κ, shear
modulus μ, and dimensionless orthotropic scaling factors bij,
i, j ∈ f, s, n. Active stress due to the contraction of the
cardiac muscle acts along the myocyte orientation f0
with the scalar value of the contractile force Ta = Ta (t, λf).
The simplified model by Niederer et al. (2011) is
used to describe the temporal development of force
generation:

Ta t, λf( ) � Tpeakϕ λ( )tanh2 ts
τc

( )tanh2 tdur − ts
τr

( ) for 0< ts < tdur,

(8)
ϕ λf( ) � max tanh ld λf − λ0( )( ), 0{ }, τc

� τc0 + ldup 1 − ϕ λf( )( ), ts � t − ta − temd, (9)
where λf is the fiber stretch, and ta is the time of mechanical
activation determined from electroanatomical mapping as
detailed in Section 2.3. All parameters for the passive and
active mechanics are given in Table 1.
The boundary condition in Eq. (3) is imposed on the
endocardium Γendo0 to account for the pressure pLV(t) applied
by the blood inside the LV. pLV(t) is determined by a 0D
circulation model C(t, v, z, pLV(t)) and the coupling
condition in Eq. (5) ensures volume consistency, which has
to be satisfied at each time step t ∈ (0, T). Additionally, the
interaction between the LV epicardium Γepi0 and the surrounding
tissue (Pfaller et al., 2018; Strocchi et al., 2020) is considered by
the boundary condition given in Eq. (2). The contact handling
algorithm proposed by Fritz et al., (2014) is used in this study.
This ensures a more realistic movement of the ventricle along
the long axis of the heart with improved mitral valve
displacement during systole. Since the LV is under constant
stress due to the flow of blood, we have to find a suitable initial
stress distribution. Therefore, we first find a stress-free state of

FIGURE 1 | (A) Myocyte orientation in the LV colorized with the corresponding helix angle. (B) Long axis cut through the LV with contours showing the wall
thickness. Additionally, lengths for the calculation of the sphericity index are shown. (C) 17 AHA segments. (D) nine NOGA XP segments.

TABLE 1 | Input parameters for the electromechanical computational model.

Parameter Value Unit Description

Passive biomechanics
ϱ0 1,082 kg/m3 tissue density
κ 1 MPa bulk modulus
μ 651.12 Pa shear modulus
bff 11 - fiber strain scaling
bss 4.4 - radial strain scaling
bnn 2.2 - cross-fiber in-plain strain scaling
bfs 7.7 - shear strain in fiber-sheet plane scaling
bfn 6.6 - shear strain in fiber-normal plane scaling
bns 3.3 - shear strain in sheet-normal plane scaling
Active biomechanics
λ0 0.7 - minimum fiber stretch
temd 0.0 s electromechanical delay
Tpeak 50 kPa peak isometric tension
tdur 0.42 s duration of active contraction
τc0 0.14 s base time constant of contraction
ld 5.0 - degree of length dependence
ldup 0.5 s length dependence of upstroke time
τr 0.05 s time constant of relaxation
tcycle 0.8 s length of heart cycle
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the LV by solving an inverse elasto-static problem as described
in Marx et al. (2021). Then, the stress-free configuration is
inflated with a pressure pLV = 8 mmHg by solving the static
problem

∇ · F S u, Ta � 0( )( ) � 0 in Ω, (10)
F S u, Ta � 0( )N � −pLV t( )JF−TN on Γendo, (11)

to find the displacement u. Finally, this displacement is used as an
initial condition u0 for the problem described in Eqs 1–5.

The mathematical model described here is a reduction of the
four-chamber model presented in Gerach et al. (2021) to enable
the simulation of only the LV as available from the clinical data.
Nevertheless, the methods for the numerical approximation of
Eqs. (1)–(5) are equivalent to the previously published four-
chamber model, which is why we omit a detailed description at
this point and refer the interested reader to our previous work for
further details.

2.3 Clinical Data Integration
Jadczyk et al. (2021) performed an intra-cardiac mapping study
on 30 heart failure patients with reduced ejection fraction due to
an ischemic etiology. The mean age of the population was 65.4 ±
6.1 years with a higher number of male participants (n = 21).
Mean left ventricular ejection fraction, end-diastolic volume, and
end-systolic volume were 30 ± 6%, 240.5 ± 65.8ml and 178.4 ±
49.4ml, respectively. All individuals presented sinus rhythm and
LBBB morphology on 12-lead ECG with a mean QRS duration of
168 ± 17ms. For the enrollment of patients, the LBBB criteria of
Strauss et al. (2011) including QRS duration and morphology
were used. LGE-MRI showed intensities of 11.6 ± 5.2%, 6.3 ±
4.5%, and 5.4 ± 3.2% in apical, medial, and basal segments,

respectively. Patients were on optimal medical therapy in
accordance to the European Society of Cardiology guidelines.
There was no statistically significant difference between groups.
For further information, we kindly refer the reader to the original
publication (Jadczyk et al., 2021).

Jadczyk et al. (2021) acquired LV end-diastolic and end-
systolic volume using transthoracic echocardiography, local
scar burden using LGE-MRI, and electromechanical mapping
using the NOGA XP system, which allows simultaneous
measurement of local electrical activity and mechanical
motion. Using the catheter, local activation time (LAT) was
measured as the time that passed since the first electrical
activation in the LV. The time between the LAT and the
measured peak systolic rotation of the point is defined as the
local electromechanical delay (LEMD). Together, both of these
values give the total electromechanical delay (TEMD) as shown in
Figure 2.

The measurements from each patient were incorporated into
the LV geometry presented in Section 2.1 by assigning the LGE-
MRI data via the 17 AHA segments and LAT, LEMD, and TEMD
via the nine segments of the NOGA XP system. To better
differentiate between the potential influence of both, altered
mechanical activation and scar burden, we first simulate all
cases with only the measurements from the NOGA XP system
and add local scar burden from LGE-MRI in a second run.
Jadczyk et al. (2021) defined the LEMD parameter as the time
interval between the local electrical activation of the segment and
its peak of systolic rotation, not the onset of mechanical
activation. This is an accepted approach in clinical studies of
human LVmechanics (Paoletti Perini et al., 2016). Since LEMD is
the only available parameter that relates to the mechanical
activation including electromechanical delay, the onset of

FIGURE 2 | (A) 3D model of the left ventricle showing the relation between local activation time (LAT) and local electromechanical delay. (B) Electromechanical
parameters of the left ventricle and how they relate to endocardial voltage and rotation. The orange star indicates the first electrical activation in the LV. The yellow star
indicates measured electrical activity at another location in the LV. As the tissue at this position starts to contract, the LV begins to rotate. The time when peak rotation is
reached, is symbolized by a black star.
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mechanical activation is set as ta = LAT + LEMD in each segment
and assigned to the center of the endocardial surface that belongs
to the corresponding segment. To avoid sharp transitions
between the segments due to the low resolution of the
available LEMD data, all values are interpolated over the
whole endocardium using Laplacian minimization
(Oostendorp et al., 1989). The resulting endocardial activation
is then mapped to the volumetric myocardium using nearest
neighbor interpolation and propagated transmurally with a
transverse conduction velocity of CVs0 � 0.4m/s (Augustin
et al., 2016). This adds an activation delay to all points X
based on the distance from the endocardium D(X):

ta X( ) � ta X ∈ Γendo0( ) + D X( )
CVs0

, (12)

resulting in amaximal transmural delay of epicardial activation of
17.5 ms at the base where the wall thickness is 7 mm.

Local scar burden was incorporated by the percentage of
enhanced area determined from LGE-MRI measurements on a
segment-by-segment basis. It is assumed that the myocardium in
enhanced areas was subject to remodeling processes and thus
shows a decreased contractility. To reflect this in our model, the
maximal contractility Tpeak was reduced by the same amount as
the percentage of the measured LGE intensity in the respective
segment.

2.4 Evaluation Metrics
The main focus of this study is to determine different rotation
patterns in the LV emerging from locally altered
electromechanical delay. Therefore, we need to calculate the
rotation angle as well as rotation direction of points located
on the endocardial wall with respect to the heart’s long axis.
Notice that only endocardial points are evaluated since the
clinical data was measured with an intracardiac mapping
device. In our idealized LV model, the long axis corresponds
to the z-axis of the global coordinate system in basal-apical
direction. Hence, we extract all endocardial points r �
X ∈ Γendo0 in each segment, project them onto the (x, y) plane,
and use the relationship

cos α � rED · rES
|rED| · |rES| (13)

to calculate the angular displacement α from end-diastole (ED) to
end-systole (ES). The direction of rotation was determined
through

det rED, rES( ) (14)
with values > 0 indicating counterclockwise rotation and values
< 0 indicating clockwise rotation. ED and ES states are
determined from the pressure-volume relationship pLV(VLV)
resulting from the 0D circulation model C. Additionally, we
use Lagrangian particle tracking to visualize three dimensional
trajectories of points located on the endocardium. Finally, the
simulations are classified into one of two categories based on their
rotational behavior: 1) wringing rotation denoted as Group A
when basal segments show clockwise rotation and apical

segments show counterclockwise rotation; 2) rigid-body-type
(RBT) rotation denoted as Group B when the segments show
either predominantly clockwise or predominantly
counterclockwise rotation. The latter is realized by using a
threshold of ±3° to decide whether a segment is rotating
clockwise or counterclockwise, respectively. If nine or more
segments show the same rotation pattern, the case is assigned
to Group B.

3 RESULTS

We studied how locally altered electromechanical activation
determines the diverse LV rotation patterns observed in
HFrEF patients diagnosed with LBBB using in-silico models of
the LV in a total of 31 cases. 30 of them were informed by patient
specific measurements of LAT and LEMD using the measured
data reported in Jadczyk et al. (2021) with the NOGA XP system
as well as scar burden using the percentage of enhanced area from
LGE-MRI. Additionally, we simulated a Control case without
variations in LEMD and without scar tissue. For three of the
clinical cases, simulations failed with the parameter set given in
Table 1. Thus, simulation results are reported for 27 clinical cases.
Since the rotational analysis of the simulations with and without
local scar burden showed only minor differences and the
classification was the same, results are reported for the cases
including local scar burden unless otherwise stated.

Based on Eqs 13, 14, we calculated the angle of rotation for all
endocardial points and evaluated sectorial (basal, medial, apical)
as well as segmental (17 AHA segments) mean values in each
time step. Figure 3 shows the dynamic rotational behavior of the
LV in the basal and apical segments (left panel) as well as the
sectorial mean angle of rotation during end-systole (right
panel).

The results for the Control case are shown at the top. In the
first 100 ms, the LV experienced a short untwist meaning that
apical segments rotated clockwise with up to −3° and basal
segments rotated counterclockwise with up to 1°. Right after
this first phase, apical and basal segments start to rotate in the
opposite direction until end-systole is reached (at about 410 ms).
The mean angle of rotation was 18°, 5°, and −6° for the apical,
medial, and basal sectors, respectively. At the bottom of Figure 3,
the results for Case 18 are shown. Here, we could not observe a
clear phase of untwisting. However, apical segments show
opposite directions of rotation throughout the simulated
heartbeat. First, anterior and septal segments showed up to
−10° of clockwise rotation while lateral and inferior segments
rotated counterclockwise with up to 12°. Towards end-systole
however, the direction of rotation switches to the exact opposite
behavior, leading to a predominantly clockwise rotation of basal
and apical segments. This is reflected in the sectorial mean angle
of end-systolic rotation as well. The apical sector showed
significantly lower rotation compared to the Control case,
whereas the medial sector switched from counterclockwise to
clockwise rotation. Basal segments showed slightly lower angles
of rotation compared to Control. In the Lagrangian particle
tracking of the Control case (Figure 4), the wringing rotation
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could be clearly observed. Apical segments distinctly showed
counterclockwise rotation up until end-systole. Additionally, we
observed a translational movement towards the lateral side of the
LV. In the medial and basal segments, the contraction was much
more symmetrical and the myocardium in these segments rotated
predominantly in a clockwise manner. However, the rotation is
not as dominant as the shortening in the long axis in these
segments.

Compared to the Control case, Case 18 showed a markedly
different contraction pattern (Figure 5). Most notably, the
symmetry of the homogeneous contraction pattern is lost.
Inferior-lateral segments in the basal and medial sectors
displayed less wall thickening, yet more shortening in the long
axis compared to the Control case. Apical segments underwent a
significant translation towards the anterior-lateral side of the LV
with a more pronounced clockwise rotation. Due to the higher

FIGURE 3 | Rotational dynamics of the basal and apical segments during one whole heart beat (left panel) and sectorial mean end-systolic rotation angle (right
panel). The Control case is shown on the top and represents wringing rotation. Case 18 is shown on the bottom and was classified as RBT rotation.

FIGURE 4 | Three-dimensional trajectories (red lines) of selected points on the endocardium in the basal, medial, and apical sectors for the Control case. The
endocardial surface during end-systole is shown with rotational values depicted on the faces of the mesh. Solid black dots represent the initial positions. Bullseye plots
show the segmential mean values of the angle of rotation, electromechanical (EM) delay, and LGE intensity.
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LGE intensities in basal septal and basal inferior segments, the LV
shows less wall thickening and less longitudinal shortening
compared to the Control case.

Two examples of the difference in the evaluated angle of
rotation are given in Figure 6 in case we include or exclude
local scar burden in the simulations. Case 15 (patient with the
overall highest intensity values in the LGE-MRI data) showed
slightly smaller rotation angles in some segments when local scar

burden is incorporated into the model. With up to 5°, the change
in the angle of rotation is largest in apical and medial segments.
However, no change in the direction of rotation was observed. For
Case 18, we observed similar changes in the magnitude of peak
rotation. Angular differences occured mostly in segments with
increased LGE intensity.

Lastly, the results of the binary classification for each of the 17
AHA segments in the Control case and the 27 clinically informed
simulations are shown in Figure 7. Each segment was classified by
its mean angle of rotation during end-systole. The color red depicts
clockwise rotation and blue counterclockwise rotation. Cases with
the majority of segments (≥9) rotating clockwise were classified as
RBT rotation (Group B), which was the case for three cases (6, 10,
18). No case was classified in Group B with a predominantly
counterclockwise rotation, since the basal segments rotated
clockwise in the majority of cases. One repeating pattern in
those three cases is that the lateral-inferior side of the LV was
predominantly rotating in clockwise direction, while the anterior-
septal side was dominated by counterclockwise rotation. All other
cases were classified as wringing rotation (Group A). Based on the
clinical recordings directly, Jadczyk et al. (2021) classified 20% of the
patients in Group A (n = 6) and 80% in Group B (n = 24).
Furthermore, 73% (n = 22) of patients in Group B showed clockwise
RBT rotation and predominantly counterlockwise RBT rotationwas
observed in 7% (n = 2). Compared to the clinical classification, the
in silico model results yielded matching classifications for Group A
in 50% (n = 3) of the cases and in 0% of the cases for Group B.

4 DISCUSSION

We presented results of a total of 27 mechanical simulations of an
idealized LV that were informed by electroanatomical maps

FIGURE 5 | Three-dimensional trajectories (red lines) of selected points on the endocardium in the basal, medial, and apical sectors for Case 18. The endocardial
surface during end-systole is shown with rotational values depicted on the faces of the mesh. Solid black dots represent the initial positions. Bullseye plots show the
segmential mean values of the angle of rotation, electromechanical (EM) delay, and LGE intensity.

FIGURE 6 | Angle of rotation for Cases 15 and 18 shown in bullseye
perspective for simulations with and without local scar burden.
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recorded with the NOGA XP system and additional LGE-MRI
data. Results of one additional simulation without a patient
specific input served as a control case. We evaluated the angle
of rotation of each point on the endocardium and accumulated
mean values on a segmental (17 AHA segments) and sectorial
(basal, medial, apical) basis. Based on the segmental mean values,
we determined the direction of rotation to be either clockwise
(negative rotation values) or counterclockwise (positive rotation
values). Finally, each simulation was classified as wringing type
rotation (Group A) or RBT rotation (Group B) and compared to
the clinically assessed classification.

The Control case was parameterized to yield a physiological
contraction pattern that could be used as a comparison since all
other cases involve data from patients suffering from HFrEF and
LBBB. Hence, we presumed the electrical activation to be

synchronized such that the subendocardial mechanical
contraction is homogeneous throughout the LV and spreading
transmurally towards the epicardium. The evaluated rotation
pattern concurs with observations made in healthy individuals
quantitatively and qualitatively (Stöhr et al., 2016; Lehmonen
et al., 2020). First, we observed a brief untwisting (clockwise
rotation of the apex and counterclockwise rotation of the base) of
the LV during isovolumetric contraction. This has been observed
in clinical measurements as well (Sengupta et al., 2008; Omar
et al., 2015) and is linked to the initial contraction of the
subendocardial layer followed by the contraction of the
subepicardial layer. During ejection, the LV starts to twist
normally (counterclockwise rotation of the apex and clockwise
rotation of the base). Kocabay et al. (2014) reported mean
rotational values of −6.9° for the base and 13° for the apex in

FIGURE 7 | Segment based analysis of end-systolic rotation around the long axis of the LV. A binary classification was used in each segment to determine
clockwise (red) or counterclockwise (blue) rotation.
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247 healthy volunteers using two-dimensional speckle-tracking
echocardiography. With up to −6°, the Control case in this study
matches these data well at the base. However, the up to 20° of
rotation at the apex is larger. This can be explained by numerous
factors, e.g. it is known that preload, afterload, contractility and
age have an influence on the twist angle (Sengupta et al., 2008;
Omar et al., 2015). Another significant factor is the choice of the
apical imaging plane, since rotation values can vary widely
depending on where the rotation is measured (van Dalen
et al., 2008b; Stöhr et al., 2016). Based on these facts, we think
that the Control case successfully represents physiological
contraction in humans.

Electrical activation and consequently mechanical contraction
of the LV in the pathological cases was determined by patient
specific measurements of electroanatomical maps. LAT and
LEMD were directly integrated into the LV model using the
segments defined by the NOGA XP catheter system. LGE-MRI
intensity was used as a surrogate for scar tissue in the LV.
Typically, scar tissue undergoes a remodeling process that
involves build-up of collagen in the myocardium (Jugdutt
et al., 1996), which can result in a reorganization of the
underlying fiber structure. Thus, an acknowledged way of
modeling scar tissue is to impose an isotropic fiber structure
with increased stiffness in the constitutive model (Niederer et al.,
2011). Since we only had access to the LGE intensity as a
percentage in each of the 17 AHA segments and we used the
same geometrical model for all cases, it was not possible to easily
implement it this way. Instead, we decided to reduce the active
tension in the respective segment by the same percentage as the
LGE intensity was increased with respect to the mean blood pool
value (image intensity ratio, IIR). Thus, for IIR = 1.2 (20% above
the mean blood pool intensity), the active tension was reduced by
20% to 0.8 × the reference value. This approach is motivated by
the fact that in case of unchanged contractility, a stiffer
myocardium would result in less deformation. However, this is
a simplification due to the nonlinear nature of the constitutive law
given in Eq. 7. Furthermore, we effectively smooth the effect of
local scar tissue over the entire segment. Other than the altered
electromechanical delay captured by the LEMD values from
electroanatomical mapping and the aforementioned LGE
intensity to capture the effect of scar tissue, no further patho-
mechanisms were considered in the simulations. Hence, the
emerging rotation patterns in the pathological cases originate
from these changes only.

The classification into Group A (wringing rotation) and
Group B (RBT rotation) was based on the evaluation of the
mean angle of rotation in the 17 AHA segments. It clearly showed
that most cases were classified into Group A. With the exception
of 3 cases, all cases were classified different than in the
classification based directly on the clinical rotation data, which
means we cannot confirm the hypothesis postulated in Jadczyk
et al. (2021) with the in silico model presented in this study.
However, we identified 3 cases with predominantly clockwise
rotation. Additionally to the basal segments, the medial and
apical inferior-lateral side of the LV started to rotate clockwise
instead of counterclockwise. Noticeably, this was accompanied by
a significant translational movement of the apical region towards

the anterior-lateral side of the LV. This can potentially skew the
results when Eqs 13, 14 are used to determine the angle and
direction of rotation around a fixed axis (Carreras et al., 2011),
since a translation can be mistaken as a rotation. Nonetheless, the
rotational dynamics shown in Figure 3 of Case 18 show a similar
pattern compared to a HFrEF case in Omar et al. (2015). There,
apical rotation is reduced and undergoes both, a counterclockwise
and then clockwise rotation.

Furthermore, the following limitations apply to our study:

1. LEMD was defined as the time interval between the local
electrical activation of the segment and its peak systolic
rotation, not the onset of mechanical activation. If we
assume a similar length of active contraction in each
segment, this should not pose a problem and LEMD can be
interpreted as a local delay. However, different contractility
can be expected especially in segments that show enhanced
regions in LGE-MRI due to scar tissue and the associated
tissue remodeling. This is especially important, since we
observe a significantly longer time interval between
electrical activation and peak systolic rotation in our
simulations (489 ± 45 ms compared to the 369 ± 59 ms in
the clinical measurements).

2. The presented in silico model neglects the influence of the atria
and the right ventricle on rotation of the LV. Atrial data was not
available for these patients at all and for the right ventricle no
electroanatomical mapping data was available. Therefore, we
decided to use the same LV geometrical model for all patients
to isolate the effect of electromechanical activation on rotation.
Especially the absence of the right ventricle might be crucial to
why we can not observe clear rigid body rotation in the in silico
model. The patients in the clinical cohort all presented with
LBBB, meaning that the right ventricle contracted first. This
might result in a lateral displacement of the septum.
Consequently, an initial fraction of the active force generated
by the LV contraction is spent on reversing this displacement
instead of storing the entire energy in torque which ultimately
results in less rotation. In our model this is not considered, which
is why we might not be able to observe rigid body rotation.

3. A reason for the small differences in simulations in which scar
burden was considered could be the simple way of transferring
LGE intensity directly into a decrease in contractility. Although it
is a straightforward approach and easy to implement, scar tissue
is more complex and typically accompanied by other
pathomechanisms in addition to a reduction in contractility.
For example, fiber orientation in the LV of patients with dilated
cardiomyopathy is typically reorganized Eggen et al. (2009).
Furthermore, the stiffness of the myocardium increases and
electrical conductivity decreases due to extracellular matrix
remodeling Bollen et al. (2017). A detailed investigation of the
effect of these additional mechanisms requires personalized LV
anatomical models including information on pathological
changes and was beyond the scope of this study, which
focuses on the effect of dyssynchronous activation.

In conclusion, we combined a state-of-the-art model of
heart mechanics and in vivo data of 30 patients to analyze
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rotational dynamics in the LV. The main aim of this study
was to investigate the specific hypothesis that dyssynchrony
alone affects the kinetics of the LV in patients with HFrEF and
LBBB in a way that rotational behavior is qualitatively
changed. If this was the case, we would have been able
to reproduce the mechanical behavior observed in the
NOGA XP cardiac mapping system in vivo. The fact that
this hypothesis was falsified shows that it is not the
electromechanical activation sequence alone that
determines rotational behavior suggesting that additional
mechanisms are involved. Implications are that further
research is required to fully understand the determinants
of rotational behavior and that these further (and currently
unknown) mechanisms are likely also important to be
addressed therapeutically.
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